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Mah nish tanah ha performance ha zeh? 
 

Every time I set off to see a new production of Fiddler on the Roof, 
the thing I most want to know is: 

 

Mah nish tanah ha performance ha zeh? 
 

How is this performance different from all other performances? 
 

A lot of people think “Fiddler is Fiddler,” so they’re not expecting anything to be 
different, and if we’re talking about Norman Jewison’s 1972 screen adaptation, then 
yes, of course, it’s always the same. 
 

But Fiddler on the Roof wasn’t born in a multiplex in 1972, Fiddler on the Roof was born 
on Broadway in 1964.  And almost 50 years later, it’s still being performed, all around 
the world, on large stages and small ones, by schools kids and professional companies.  
And every time a new production of Fiddler is mounted, the creative team makes critical 
decisions behind the scenes. 
 

In my life as a “Jewish journalist” (writing first for the World Jewish Digest and now for 
the JUF News), I’ve seen over two dozen productions of Fiddler in the past ten years 
alone.  Most of them have been here in Metro Chicago, of course: from Evanston Light 
Opera and Marriott Lincolnshire to the north, to Drury Lane Oak Brook to the west, to 
the Theatre at the Center in Munster, IN to the south.  And downtown at the Loop’s 
Oriental Theatre, I’ve seen productions starring both Theodore Bikel and Chaim Topol. 
 

As a kid, I know I saw Fiddler on Broadway sometime in the 60’s (although I don’t 
remember anything about it), however, I saw Broadway’s controversial revival in 2004 
three times (twice with Alfred Molina and once with Harvey Fierstein).  And I also saw 
two Florida productions: one in Sarasota and one in West Palm Beach.  On my shelf 
right now, I have four English-language CDs with Mostel, Topol, and Molina as Tevye, 
plus Shmuel Rodenski performing with an all Yiddish cast recorded in Tel Aviv in 1965! 
 

So, nu?  What can be different?  Oy, let me count the ways!  In this presentation we’re 
just going to focus on one character: “Yente the Matchmaker.”  Who is Yente?  How has 
she been portrayed over the years?  Why should YOU care? 
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Tziviah bat Yisroel v’Hudah (Jan Lisa Huttner) is the managing editor of 
FILMS FOR TWO: The Online Guide for Busy Couples (www.films42.com) 
a website devoted to promoting films of interest to both male & female 
audience members. 
 

Jan is the author “Tzivi’s Spotlight,” an Arts & Culture column that appears 
monthly in Chicago’s JUF News.  Her award-winning articles have also 
appeared in All About Jewish Theatre, the Connecticut Jewish Ledger, the 
Forward, Jewish Film World, and the World Jewish Digest.  A complete 
archive is available on her Blog: 
 

www.SecondCityTzivi.com 
 

Born at the Beth Israel Hospital in the Weequahic section of Newark, NJ 
(a neighborhood well-known to readers of Philip Roth novels), Jan 
received her B.A. from St. John’s College in Annapolis, Maryland (the 
"Great Books” school), and Masters degrees in Psychology from Harvard 
University and the University of Chicago. 
 

Jan is a member of several local Jewish organizations including Spertus 
Institute of Jewish Studies, the Chicago YIVO Society, and Hadassah 
Chicago Chapter’s AGAM group, as well as the American Jewish Press 
Association and the Association for Jewish Theatre. 
 

Professional memberships include the Association for Women Journalists, 
the Chicago Film Critics Association, & the Illinois Woman’s Press 
Association (National Federation of Press Women). 
 

Jan and her husband Richard are also active members of Congregation 
KAM Isaiah Israel in Hyde Park. 


